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Abstract 

he Hybrid Big Bang-Big Crunch (HBB-BC) optimization algorithm is employed for size and 

shape optimal design of two-dimensional truss structures. HBB-BC compared to other new 

heuristic algorithm in some benchmark test. Numerical results demonstrate the efficiency 

and robustness of the HBB-BC optimization algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Optimization dates back to the first handicrafts of human beings. One of the things made by 
human in which the greatest amount of interest for optimization can be found is structures. 
Optimization of trusses is one of the most active branches of structures optimization. Structural 
optimization is generally divided into three sub-categories. Size optimization includes calculation of 
legal cross-section area for every element. A great amount of research on optimization has been 
emphasized on size optimization issues. In this type of optimization, truss members are optimized by 
changing cross-section area whiles members length is fixed in the process of optimization. Finding 
the optimum cross-section area of a truss members or finding the optimum thickness of a sheet is 
one of the size optimization examples. The most important feature of size optimization is that the 
considered designing area and constraints over it are definite and never change during the 
optimization. With further engineering developments, finding the optimized borders of structures 
and shape optimization has been paid attention. Shape optimization means finding the borders of 
structures which is found by changing size of members and position of nodes. In this type of 
optimization the number of nodes is fixed and to change structure shape, nodes move so that the 
general shape of structure does not change. Therefore the nodes connectivity and elements table 
does not change. Topology optimization is another type of optimization in which length of the 
structure elements and its places can be changing. Generally, topology optimization includes nodes 
distribution and changing of elements connectivity. In the recent years, the most important and 
promising researches in the field of optimization is meta-heuristic methods based on nature. This 
algorithm is based on steady heuristic methods which had significant results in solving difficult and 
complicated problems. Nature has two great strategies. Choosing awards for the stronger individuals 
and punishment for the weaker and mutation which sets the ground for random members 
introduction. Generally, selection is the basic idea of optimization and mutation is an idea for steady 
search [1]. In the last decades, different algorithms based on this model have been introduced and 
used to solve the structural optimization. Meta-heuristic methods such as genetic algorithm [2,3], 
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particle swarm algorithm [4,5], ant colony algorithm [6,7], firefly algorithm [8], harmony search 
algorithm [9,10], simulated annealing algorithm [11,12] and other meta-heuristic methods based on 
the nature have been used to optimize trusses and structures. Here by using one of the newest 
optimization method obtained from the nature called Hybrid Big Bang – Big Crunch algorithm, we 
would like to optimize two-dimension trusses [13,14]. In the end, to show strength and efficiency of 
this algorithm, performance of this method in some benchmark tests has been compared with other 
new methods of structural optimization.  

 

2. Big Bang-Big Crunch optimization 

With regard to the preventive coefficients used in calculation of optimized designing of structures, 
designers and industrial owners always like to have optimized structures despite large computation 
costs for massive structures. Truss optimization is one of the most widely-used branches of structural 
optimization. As mentioned before, size and shape optimization of truss structures includes 
calculation of cross-section area optimum values for members of   and length optimum values for 
members of   which finally leads to minimum weight of structures. This minimum design should 
satisfy inequality constraints that lead to limitation in design variables and structural responses. 
Optimized design for a truss can be formulated as follows: 

 
Minimize: (* +)  ∑     

 
          

Subject to:                        
 

                        

  
                   

                         
                         

 
where (* +) is weight of structure,  is the number of members making up the structure,  is the 
number of nodes,   is the number of compression elements,   is the number of the groups or the 
number of shape designing variables,   is the density of the members ,    is the length of 
member which is between      and     ,    is cross-section of member   which is between      
and     , that is lower band and upper band of cross-section.    and    are respectively stress and 

nodal deflection and    
  is the value of allowable buckling stress in the member   under 

compression.  

Recently, different meta-heuristic algorithms have been used for structural optimization. These 
methods include heuristic procedures which incorporate random variation and selection. Random 
selection and the obtained information for each repetition is used to find new points. These 
algorithms don’t require given function and explicit relationship between objective function and 
constraints. A new optimization method which is relied on one of the evolution theories of the 
universe is Big Bang- Big Crunch introduced by Erol and Eksin in 2004. This method has low 
computation time and high convergence speed. According to this theory, in the phase of Big Bang, 
dissipation causes disorder and randomly distribution is one of the features of this phase. After this 
phase, in the phase of Big Crunch, random dissipated particles get ordered. Optimization method of 
BB-BC provides random points similarly in the phase of Big Bang and these points will get together in 
one point called representative point which is center of mass in Big Crunch phase. After some 
consecutive Big Bangs and Big Crunches, search space in each explosion gets smaller and smaller and 
average point is calculated in each Big Crunch so that algorithm converges toward a solution [15]. As 
said earlier, BB-BC optimization method contains two phases. The first phase, Big Bang in which the 
candidates of problem solution similar to other evolutionary algorithms is spread all over the search 
space. Erol and Eksin associated the random nature of Big Bang and energy dissipation or 
transforming from order and convergent mood to disordered mood through initiating a new set of 
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demonstrates by  
 ( )

and is formulated as: 
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(   )

is  component of  th solution which has been produced in  thiteration,   is the size of 

population in Big Bang and   is the number of design variables. After Big Crunch, algorithm provides 
a new solution which is used in the next Big Bang. Normal distribution operatesaround the mass 
center in every direction.If standard deviation from this normal distribution function decreases as the 
number of repetition of algorithms increases. 
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In which  is a random number from standard dissipation which changes for each candidate and   is 

a parameter for limiting the search space.These consequent explosions and step to step crunches 
happen sequentially so that they can reach the stopping criterion. We can consider the maximum 
number of iteration as the index of stop. BB-BC method requires no explicit relationship between 
objective function and constraints. Instead of that, objective function will consider penalty for a set 
of designing factors which have been deviated from constraints which is the reflection of violation of 
designing constraints. To find deviation function, if constraints are in the allowable domain, penalty 
will be zero otherwise, the value of penalty will be obtained by dividing deviation of allowable 
domain on its limitation. After analyzing a structure, changing and replacement each node and 
tension inside each member will be obtained. These values will be compared with allowable limit 
domain to calculate penalty functions as: 
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In the optimized structures, the main goal is calculating the minimum amount for merit function. This 
function is defined as follows: 
 

                
     (  

    
     

 )   
 

The function      is the merit function for the  thcandidate,  ,   and    are the coefficients of this 

function and   
 ,   

 , and    
  are the sum of stresspenalties and nodaldeflectionpenalties and 

buckling stress penalties for the candidate   [18]. For multi ple direction loading after analyzing the 
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candidates. Next phase is Big Crunch which happens after each Big Bang. This phase is the converging 
operator which has many inputs but only one output which is called center of mass [16,17]. Here, 
mass refers to the inverse of merit function. It is a point which shows the center of mass and 
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structure and calculating penalties function for each member of loading, the total penalty function is 
calculated as follows: 

               
     ∑(  ( )

    ( )
     ( )

 )  

  

   

 

 

Where,   shows the number of multiple direction loadings. Here, to control better on other 
parameters, value of   is set to 1. Coefficient   demonstrates the weight of structure and coefficient 
   is located in a direction that penalty decreases. In this situation, cross-section area also decreases. 
Therefore, in the first repetition of search process    is 1.5 But gradually it increases to 3 [19]. 
Determining design variables and allowable limit of domains is the first step to initiate BB-BC 
algorithm parameters, then providing candidates randomly including allowable search space, the 
next step calculating merit function values for all candidates and obtaining mass center by last step 
results, then calculating new candidates around mass center, repeating this process until getting to 
stop criterion.  

 
3. Hybrid Big Bang-Big Crunch Optimization 

The advantages of BB-BC algorithm for optimal design of structures are like other evolutionary 
methods. In this algorithm, there is a random search technique and in each cycle it considers a 
number of existing points in the search space so that the obtained data is used in each cycle for mass 
center to find new points. BB-BC method has the ability to manage a mixture of continuous and 
discrete design variables on the problems having multiple loading. Although BB-BC algorithm has 
good performance in exploitation, in other words fine search is seen around local optimal point, 
some problems is observed in the exploration stage. It means, global search has some problems in 
the search space. For example, if all candidates are gathered in a small part of search space at the 
beginning of Big Bang, optimized reply is not likely to be found by algorithm, and algorithm is more 
likely to be trapped in a local optimized point. One of the solutions is that a great number of random 
variables are used to prevent algorithm from in the local optimized points but it causes calculation 
time increasing and function evaluation and finally computation cost increasing. Here, it has been 
attempted by using the ability of particles warm optimization algorithm and mixing it with BB-BC 
optimization method, the ability of BB-BC algorithm can be improved [18]. 

Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) has been derived from bird flock and fish group 
movement that, its movement depends on particle personal experience and population experience. 
In each repetition, a particle way is a mixture of the best place where that particle has previously 
moved toward (local best) and the best place where its neighbors have moved toward (global best). 
[20]. Similarly Hybrid Big Bang-Big Crunch (HBB-BC) algorithm does not use only the center of mass 

and by using the information of best place of each candidate (  
     (   )

) and the best global place 

(  
     ( )

), acts to find the solution as follows: 
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In which (  
     (   )

) the best point of the particle   until the iteration  and (  
     ( )

) is the best 

point among all the random variables until iteration .   and  
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 are regulating parameters that 
controlling the influence of global best and local best on the new place of the candidates. Another 
improvement which is done in the BB-BC algorithm is using Sub-Optimization Mechanism (SOM) as 
accelerating instrument by updating of designing search space. SOM method is based on finite 
elements regulations that, like finite elements methods, divide designing area into sub-domains and 
assign the process of optimization in these sub-domains. Hence, unfavorable parts are omitted and 
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remaining search space is divided into smaller parts for more searches in the next step. This process 
continues until the remaining area gets smaller than the required size to satisfy accuracy [19, 21]. 
This mechanism can be done in the following steps for the certain time    and  iteration. Calculating 

the bounds of designing variables for each group. If   
     (      )is the best global solution which is 

obtained from the step (      ) for the design variable , we have: 
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The coefficient  is able to regulate and calculates the remaining designing search space. In this 

paper, we consider its value as 0.3.The value of      
(    ) and       

(    )are minimum and maximum of 

allowable cross-section in the step (    , respectively. In the first step, the value of      
( )

 

and      
( )

are set as follows: 
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Determining the amount of acceptable increasing of designing variables. In each step, allowable 
values for each group are obtained for coefficient  . In the HBB-BC optimization algorithm, the 
value of     is 100. 
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Initiating the series of allowable cross-section areas. Set of allowable cross-section areas for group i 
can be defined as follows: 
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Calculating optimum solution for the step    , so that the last step of optimization process is done 
by stop creation for SOM in the BB-BC algorithm. Stopping creation for SOM described as: 
 

         
 (  )

                      
 

  
 (  )

is equal to acceptable increasing of the last step and   is the acceptable increasing value of 

primary problem. 
 
The Sub-Optimization Mechanism (SOM) continues optimization until solution gets to the required 
process creation. SOM method functions as updating of designing area to improve search process 
and updates designing search space from one step to another step. Also the proper acts of Sub-
Optimization Mechanism help spread the particles in the first Big Bang very well. With increasing 
repetition, SOM coefficient gets bigger and has bigger effect on the process. In effect, regarding the 
improper effect of inopportune acts of this process in simultaneous size and shape optimization, time 
of SOM acts is limited. In a way, random variables are allowed to spread in initial repetitions, and in 
other repetitions SOM will be assigned gradually. Another advantage of SOM is selection of fewer 
numbers of random components because of decreasing designing search space, in other repetitions, 
this advantage has been used and the pace of this process will be increased. Of course, it should be 
paid attention that the time of using should be completely compatible with the number of unknown 
design variables. The used coefficients have been obtained by repeated algorithms and compatible 
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with the number of unknowns for simultaneous size and shape optimization, and they have been 
applied in the suggested examples. 

 

4. Design Examples 

In this paper, three truss structures are optimized with present method. Then the final result 
compared to other advanced heuristic methods to demonstrate the efficiency of this work. 

 

4.1 Size and shape Optimization of 10-bar truss 
One of the benchmark tests for performance presentation of trusses optimization is 10-bar truss 

which has been represented by Piers in 2004. In the same year Romero suggested all necessary 
information of the problem for solution by linear elastic rules with using single concentrated load and 
compatible constraints. Truss has ten members and six nodes with the concentrated load 100    is 
used in nodes 2 and 4. The maximum tension is  25   . Density is 0.1      and modulus elasticity is 
1000   . In the figure 1 the characteristics of 10-bar truss has been showed [22]. 

 

 
Figure1: 10-bar Truss 

 
Table 1: 10-bar truss specification  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The lower nodes of truss are fixed but the upper nodes can be moved. Ten variables of cross-section 
area designing is minimum 0.1   and maximum 10    for each member of truss element. In 
addition, the algorithm includes five variables of designing. Movement limit of each node for shape 
optimization has been showed in table 1. One of improvements shown in the algorithm is the time of 
using Sub-Optimization Mechanism. Regarding the high number of designing variable, the process of 
domain decreasing in the first repetition causes algorithm to be far away from correct results and 
trapping algorithm in local optimum point. Therefore, to find global optimum more easily, in addition 
to increasing the number of repetitions, the time of using process of SOM has been put off and after 
200 repetitions this mechanism is used. It is remarkable to say that if the time of beginning process 
of Sub-Optimization mechanism is at the beginning of algorithm, then increasing the number of 
repetitions is no longer effective and only the time of operation increases. Therefore, using fitness 
between the beginning time of Sub-Optimization mechanism operation, the number of repetitions 
and the number of random variables in each step is important based on the number of designing 

Y (max) Y (min) X (max) X (min) Nodes 

400 50 750 600 1 
0 0 720 720 2 

500 100 600 300 3 
0 0 360 360 4 

750 300 0 0 5 
0 0 0 0 6 
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Thus this number is considered as the basis of calculation in other calculations of size and shape 
optimization by hybrid BB-BC algorithm. The effective components in HBB-BC algorithm process has 
been considered and shown in the table 2. As seen in lower repetitions, through increasing pace of 
decreasing domain, finding answer can be done faster with spending enough time, the reason of 
increasing time with decreasing domain is the random essence of input variables. Another problem 
offered here is the probability of trapping algorithm in local optimization with decreasing domain 
coefficient which happens in designing variables with fewer numbers. Therefore using bigger 
coefficient of domain decreasing and gradual decreasing of designing variables domain, probability of 
reaching better results is reinforced. 

Table 2: Calculation of HBB-BC optimization algorithm coefficient 

 
Optimized 10-bar truss with hybrid BB-BC method has been showed in figure 2. The obtained results 
for size and shape optimization of 10-bar truss with hybrid BB-BC method with the presented results 
by Auer and Genesis have been compared in table 3. It should be paid attention Auer and Genesis 
have used the modified genetic algorithm to optimize 10-bar truss. The obtained weight with 500 
random variables and 300 repetitions by using size and shape optimized algorithm of hybrid BB-BC is 
1232.27  that compared with the weight of 1236.46    by Auer and 1232.8    by Genesis shows 
better results. The amount of tension and strain has also been calculated which is in the given range 
and the conditions of the problem have been considered very well. 

 
Figure 2: Optimized 10-bar truss by HBB-BC algorithm 

Table 3: 10-bar truss optimization result 

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 300 Design variable & 100 Iteration coefficient 

1301.68 1285.70 1260.67 1249.79 Weight (lb) 

396 719 758 3169 Time (s) 

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 300 Design variable & 300 Iteration coefficient 

1247.23 1245.52 1244.47 1243.52 Weight (lb) 

8576 10239 11036 19236 Time (s) 

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 500 Design variable & 300 Iteration coefficient 

1237.17 1234.67 1235.02 1236.22 Weight (lb) 

11032 15236 17235 23123 Time (s) 
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variables. One of the measures which can help improve algorithm and bring about better results is 
decreasing the coefficient of decreasing domain through which the results can be improved and 
decrease the probability of algorithm trapping in local optimization. By improving this coefficient 
from 0.3 obtained from size optimization to 0.4, the algorithm shows better results. Of course this 
results improvement has been obtained with higher calculation time. As this coefficient increases 
more than 0.4 no more improvement is seen in the results, although calculations time increases 
sharply.  
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4.2 Size and shape optimization of 15-bar truss 

15-bar truss is one of the design examples used in the benchmark test very much. Truss has 15 
members and 8 nodes. In the figure 3 the characteristics of 15-bar truss has been showed. The single 
10     vertical load is used in node 8. The nodes 1 and 5 have been considered fixed. The maximum 
tension is  25   . The material density is 0.1       and modulus elasticity is 10000   . The truss has 
symmetry relative to X axis and in the direction Y there is no symmetry. In the table 4, the movement 
limit of 15-bar truss has been presented [24]. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: 15-bar truss 
 

Table 4: 15-bar truss specification 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

This Work Genesis Auer Design variable 

Sizing variables (   ) 

4.9290 4.8322 4.8847 A1 

2.1703 0.27127 0.1 A2 

4.4634 4.0502 4.1691 A3 

2.2628 1.9632 2.1157 A4 

0.1184 0.10003 0.1 A5 

2.1566 0.26833 0.1 A6 

4.5282 4.5035 4.4825 A7 

1.9299 2.3597 2.5193 A8 

2.4610 4.2159 4.4264 A9 

0.2064 0.10001 0.1 A10 

 
Layout Variables (  ) 

651.4798 686.284 642.427 X1 

508.7414 540.459 523.361 X3 

130.7610 130.621 143.557 Y1 

351.2260 355.233 371.946 Y3 

713.9121 719.865 694.251 Y5 

1232.2780 1232.8 1236.46 Weight (  ) 

Y (max) Y (min) X (max) X (min) Nodes 

120 120 0 0 1 

140 100 140 100 2 

140 100 260 220 3 

90 50 370 350 4 

0 0 0 0 5 

20 20- 140 100 6 

20 20- 260 220 7 

60 20 370 350 8 
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 and 2   . In the figure 4, the optimized 15-bar truss by hybrid BB-BC has 
been showed. As seen from the table 5, the obtained result by hybrid BB-BC shows a proper 
improvement compared to other works. The obtained result certainly is better than the result by 
Chow and Wu and also by Hwang and He. In addition, the obtained result is much better than the 
results by Tang, Rahami and Kazemzadeh. Here, by using some changes on coefficients and time of 
using Sub-Optimization Mechanism, some suitable results have been obtained for simultaneous size 
and shape optimization of two-dimension trusses which shows better results compared to other 
works. It is remarkable to say that the above results have satisfied allowable strain and tension limit 
in elements of truss very well. 

 

Figure4: Optimized 15-bar truss by HBB-BC algorithm 
 

Table 5: 15-bar truss optimization result 

This Work 
 

Azad Rahami el al. Hwang & He Tang & al. Wu & Chow Design variable 

Sizing variables (   ) 

0.974 0.954 1.081 0.954 1.081 1.174 A1 

0.671 0.539 0.539 1.081 0.539 0.954 A2 

0.259 0.111 0.287 0.44 0.287 0.44 A3 

1.020 0.954 0.954 1.174 0.954 1.333 A4 

0.657 0.539 0.539 1.488 0.954 0.954 A5 

0.300 0.347 0.141 0.27 0.22 0.174 A6 

0.100 0.111 0.111 0.27 0.111 0.44 A7 

0.101 0.111 0.111 0.347 0.111 0.44 A8 

0.943 0.111 0.539 0.22 0.287 1.081 A9 

0.317 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.22 1.333 A10 

0.266 0.44 0.539 0.347 0.44 0.174 A11 

0.175 0.174 0.27 0.22 0.44 0.174 A12 

0.201 0.174 0.22 0.27 0.111 0.347 A13 

0.307 0.347 0.141 0.44 0.22 0.347 A14 

0.252 0.111 0.287 0.22 0.347 0.44 A15 
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At first, all cross-sections of truss are considered from the same size and horizontal movements of 
nodes 2, 6, 3 and 7, 4, 8 are the same. So that, they can be independent in vertical direction. In this 
situation, algorithm has 1 variable for size designing and 8 variables for shape designing. As expected, 
a proper result has been obtained for shape optimization in short time, but because the elements 
having less tension have no probability of independent movement against more tension elements, 
the weight of the obtained truss is slightly different from that of the obtained result in benchmark 
tests. Therefore, in the main work based on benchmark tests elements are considered to have 
different cross-sections. In this situation, the truss has 15 variables for size designing and 8 variables 
for shape designing and totally 23 variables of designing for the algorithm. It should be paid attention 
that regarding tension considerations inside the truss members with more cross-section variables a 
better result for the obtained total weight of structure. In this paper, the allowed range of all cross-
sections is between 0.1  
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Layout Variables (  ) 

121.4 105.78 101.57 118.46 133.61 123.18 X2 

237.2 258.59 227.91 225.20 234.75 231.18 X3 

120.4 133.62 134.79 119.04 100.44 107.18 Y2 

110.9 105.00 128.22 105.08 104.73 119.17 Y3 

59.06 54.45 54.86 63.37 73.76 60.46 Y4 

0.093 -19.92 -16.44 -20 -10.06 -16.72 Y6 

16.48 3.62 -13.30 -20 -1.33 15.56 Y7 

59.05 54.447 54.857 57.72 50.40 36.64 Y8 

72.4938 72.5152 76.6854 104.573 79.82 120.528 Weight 
(  ) 

 
 

4.3 Size and shape optimization of 18-bar truss 

18-bar truss and its characteristics have been showed in the figure 5. Five 20     loads are used 
in the nodes 1,2,4,6, and 8. The material density is 0.1       and modulus elasticity is 10000   . The 
maximum tension is  25   . In the table 6, the movement limit of 18-bar truss has been presented 
[25]. The cross-section areas of truss members were linked into four groups, as follows: 

 
 

 
Figure 5: 18-bar truss 

 

Table 6: 18-bar truss specification 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

First group:                 ,  
Second group:                 ,  
Third group:             ,  
Fourth group:              
 

The problem has four variables of size designing, and eight variables of shape designing. Generally12 
variables of designing can be considered for solving problem by algorithm. The optimized 18-bar 
truss by big hybrid BB-BC algorithm has been showed in the figure 6. 

Y (max) Y (min) X (max) X (min) Nodes 

250 250 1250 1250 1 
250 250 1000 1000 2 
245 225- 1225 775 3 
250 250 750 750 4 
245 225- 975 525 5 
250 250 500 500 6 
245 225- 725 275 7 
250 250 250 250 8 
245 225- 475 25 9 

0 0 250 250 10 
0 0 0 0 11 
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The results of weight and cross-section of truss members have been showed in the table 7. The 
obtained result is unexpectedly better than other works in all benchmark tests [26]. 

 
Figure 6: Optimized 18-bar truss by HBB-BC algorithm 

 

Table 7: 18-bar truss optimization result 

 
 

Conclusions 

Hybrid BB-BC algorithm with some changes has been used to solve three size and shape 
optimization design examples of two-dimension trusses. The changes have been used in the 
optimized Hybrid BB-BC algorithm by using the feature of Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm 
point finding and implementing time range in the upgrading domain through using the feature of 
finite element sub-domain making. In all benchmark problems, the goal is finding the optimum 
weight of the truss, the characteristics of nodes and the size of elements cross-section in a way that 
the conditions of tension, strain and nodal deflection have been met and the designing variables 
should be remained in the given limit. It should be paid attention that the conditions of the 
compared problems are considered the same. Therefore, the solved problems have been 
synchronized regarding resources and results have been evaluated with the same conditions for 
input information and domains. The obtained results certainly show that HBB-BC algorithm were 
better than the compared algorithms in solving two-dimension trusses. In the problem of 10-bar 
truss which was with evaluation of coefficients and finding optimum numbers for decreasing domain 
coefficient and the time of using process of Sub-Optimization Mechanism, the problem has been 
solved in different situations so that the number of random variables required and the number of the 
optimized repetitions should be extracted. Finally, the results of solving problems with the obtained 
coefficients were better than other works. In this problem, the result was better than both 
researches done on the benchmark tests. In the problem of 15-bar truss first truss has been solved 
with the same elements which showed a good result in a shorter time then to find a comparable 

This Work Gholizadeh Rahami et al. Hasancebi & Erbatur Design variable 

Sizing variables (   ) 
12.214 12.50 12.75 12.25 A1 
17.455 17.50 18.50 17.50 A2 
5.128 5.75 4.75 5.75 A3 
4.261 3.75 3.25 4.25 A5 

Layout Variables (  ) 
879.1027 907.2491 917.4475 910.0 X3 
605.0881 636.7873 654.3243 638.0 X5 
421.1024 407.9442 424.4821 408.0 X7 
328.8813 198.7897 208.4691 198.0 X9 
193.8769 179.8671 193.7899 179.0 Y3 
138.7172 141.8271 159.9436 141.0 Y5 
82.5168 94.0559 108.5779 91.0 Y7 
55.8138 29.5157 37.6349 24.0 Y9 

4509.548 4512.365 4530.68 4533.24 Weight (  ) 
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optimum answer with the benchmark test, the elements have been considered separately. In this 
situation, the obtained results were better than other works. In another problem, 18-bar truss has 
been examined. The obtained result for this truss which has been optimized by HBB-BC algorithm is 
evidently better than other compared works on benchmark test. Generally the results show that 
Hybrid BB-BC algorithm which has first been used here for simultaneous size and shape optimization 
of two-dimension trusses demonstrated good results in a short time in all mentioned problems and 
have been comparable with other advanced heuristic algorithms and has potentially the ability to be 
used in other fields of structural optimization. 
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